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NEW QUESTION: 1
Typically, exit criteria may consist of:
A. Adequacy of the test approaches taken.
B. Discussions on disaster recovery.

C. Defining the amount, level of detail structure, and
templates for the test documentation.
D. Estimates of defect density or reliability measures.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An organization has an ESXi 6.x host that contains two resource
pools.
The host is being relocated to a DRS cluster.
What two actions can be taken to integrate the host into the
cluster, and what would happen to the existing ESXi resource
pool hierarchy as a result? (Choose two.)
A. Create a resource pool for the ESXi host's virtual machines
and resource pools. The resource pools present on the host will
be preserved.
B. Create a resource pool for the ESXi host's virtual machines
and resource pools. The resource pools present on the host will
be deleted.
C. Place all of the host's virtual machines into the DRS
cluster root resource pool. The resource pools present on the
host will be preserved.
D. Place all of the host's virtual machines into the DRS
cluster root resource pool. The resource pools present on the
host will be deleted.
Answer: A,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference: https://pubs.vmware.com/vsphere-51/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.vmware.vsphere.vcenterhost.doc%2FGUID-0BCBA61B-8DCE-4069B003-95E7F9353B16.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1.
Subscription1 contains the virtual networks in the following
table:
Subscription1 contains the virtual machines in the following
table:
The firewalls on all the virtual machines are configured to
allow all ICMP traffic.
You add the peerings in the following table:
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/tutorial
-connect-virtual-networks-portal
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